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Tltans have imprisoned Neptina, Neptune's daughter I They've
shanered his magical Trident and scattered its pieces far and wide.
Without his Trident, Neptune is powerless.
Proteus, a member of Neptune's Court, longs to free the lovely
mermaid. He sets out to find the missing pieces of the Trident.
He roams land and sea, changing from a dolphin to a seagull and

screaming flocks of black birds, even erupting volcanoes I
But he fights on valiantlyl



OBJECTIVES
Locate the three missing pieces of Neptune's Trident and free
Neptune's daughter 7 times from her prison at the bottom
of the sea.

Switch forms from dolphin to seagull to search the sea and sky
for the three pieces of the Trident.

Learn to make magical stars appear in the sky and starfish
appear in the sea. They are your key to finding the
Trident pieces I

,, Once you have the Trident, swim to the bottom of the sea and
free the mermaidl

Hurryl Time is ticking down !

GETTING S RTED
lnsert cartridge and turn power on.
To begin action: Flip Game Reset Lever.
Time begins ticking down when the
dolphin dives underwater.
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DIVING DOLPHII\I
You begin every game as a dolPhin.
. To swim, press and hold the red button. Release the button to

stop swimming.
Use the joystick to control the direction the dolphin swims'

As you swim, avoid octopuses and strings of seaweed. You lose
valuable points if you touch them.

SEAWEED

SEA HORSE

TIME'SCORE

BIRD SYMBOL

TRIDENT

Touch all the sEA HoRSES you can.
*r You earn points for every sea horse you touch.

'11 ,,,,1f ,,,1. A starfish may appear if you manage to touch all the sea
Irri' horses in one section before leaving that section.

,;.i,' "' ,t' You can acquire a piece or pieces of the Trident by touching

, ,,, ltF,r.Iji,ll. ThF,Trident parts will appear at the bottom of
, 

';ti.4*:t#een. 
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number of sea horses and a bird symbol
bottom of your screen. With it you can turn

When you surface.
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BLACK BIRD - 
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frI\JffiIN" IT
When the dolphin leaps out of the water, you'll become the
seagull, provided you have the bird symbol.

To fly, press the red button once for each flap of your wings.
The more often you press, the higher and faster you'll fly.
To glide, stop pressing the button.
Use the joystick to direct the seagull.

Fly off the screen to the right or left, as well as up into the
clouds. Each time you free Neptina, you can fly farther and
higher than before I

Touch pink CLOUDS.
You earn points for every pink cloud you touch.
A star may appear if you manage to touch all the clouds in
one section of the sky before leaving that section.
+ Remember: stars are your key to finding pieces of the

Trident I
You have a limited number of chances to touch pink clouds
before they turn grey.
+ Grey clouds can also lead to lucky stars, but touching grey

clouds costs you points!
Touch the right number of clouds and a fish symbol appears
at the bottom of the screen. With it you can change back into
a dolphin.
Avoid running into black birds. Collisions subtract points from
your scorel

FtYtft{ffi Tp4ffi h[ffir*$trffi$v
After changing into a seagull, while the dolphin appears on the
screen, you can only fly to the left or right.
Once the dolphin is out of view, you can fly higher.
Similarly, when a volcano appears on screen, you can only fly to
the left or right, not up. Once the volcano is out of view, you can
fly higher.

Eerie volcanoes cover the landscape. You cannot pass the first
volcano until you succeed in freeing Neptina for the first time.
After that, you can reach more distant volcanoes each time you
free the mermaid.

Each time you free the mermaid. the gods extend the territory
you can cover by adding one section each of sky, land, and sea
in every direction
With more territory to cover, each level becomes more
diff icult! Finding a lucky star on higher levels wil l take a lot of
skil l  and daring! Good luckl

PINK CLOUD

SEAGULL

I
I
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The Level number appears at the bottom left of the screen'
All games begin at Level L
lf you free Neptina, the points you earned on that Level are
stored in a point bank.
Whenever you free Neptina, you automatically advance to the
next Level {2, 3 etc.l. Your score for the new Level returns to 50.
When you free Neptina, the points you earn on that Level are
added to the point bank with the total number of points earned
on all previous Levels.
The points you earn are multiplied by the Level number you are
on. Example; Earn 50 points on Level 2 and l0o points are stored
in the point bank (50 1/ = lQQl.
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Run into all the sea horses and pink clouds you can.
They're worth points.
Avoid obstacles - black birds, grey clouds, octopuses, seaweed
and volcanoes. They cost you points!

Time freezes when the dolphin and the seagull appear on screen
together. Otherwise you lose precious points as the seconds
tick away.
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Your points reach zero. When this happens, the dolphin or
seagull disappears. To resume play, hit Game Reset.
You run out of chances to get starfish. This happens when
sea horses stop appearing before the dolphin succeeds in getting
a fish symbol to appear. To resume play, hit Game Reset.
When the game ends, you will see your final score. The number
of levels you achieved is indicated by the number of hearts
that appear.
Free the mermaid seven times and watch for a special surprise I
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Here's how to fin and fly through Level l. After that you're on
your own !
As the dolphin swims down, octopuses and two sea horses appear.
Touch both sea horses. Then touch the starfish that appears. A piece
of the Trident now shows at the bottom of the screen. Note: You
must reach both sea horses and the starfish without leaving that
section of the sea. lf you don't, return to the surface and Vy again.
Next dive through lines of seaweed. More sea horses appear.
Touch one and a bird symbol shows at the bottom of your screen.
Return to the surface now, or try to reach other sea horses for
additional points.

Jump out of the water when you reach the surface. Fly to the left
or right. Land appears. Flap your wings hard and fly up. Touch
two pink clouds in that section of sky and a star appears. Touch it.
You'l l have another piece of the Trident. Return to the dolphin. Fly
until you reach land on the other side. Repeat the game of tag with
pink clouds. Touch one pink cloud and acquire a fish symbol; touch
the other and a star appears. Touch the star and the third piece of
the Trident is yours. Return to the dolphin, change forms and dive
for the bottom. When you arrive, the mermaid's prison wil l dissolve.


